Translational Simulation at NZASM

Vic Brazil spoke at the NZ Anaesthesia Society meeting last week in a session with Carl Horsley and Dan Hartwell – focused on reshaping patient safety approaches, including the use of simulation. They discussed embedding simulation as a process to explore the context in which teams work. For more from Carl Horsley - excellent book chapter on the topic here.

More translational simulation news

Pandemic Preparedness from Gandel Sim

The GSS team presented at the recent ASSH symposium on Translational Simulation for Pandemic preparedness: The Melbourne Experience. Congratulations to the team on their work and their talk!

Translational Sim subject approved

If you’re looking for a formal qualification in Translational Simulation, we’ll be offering a subject at Bond in 2022. Modular, online, and for anyone working toward better quality and safety in healthcare. Also counts toward Masters of Healthcare Innovations.
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